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Voted #1 Healthiest Cat Food 🐱🥩Receive vet-formulated fresh food every month. Take our 1-minute quiz to find the best plan for your cat.Start Now






100% Money-back guarantee[image: alt]
PURRS IN THE PRESSPurrs in the press carousel
06.20.23“The Best Cat Food, According to Veterinarians.”


01.10.20“My kitty, Gus, gives it two paws up.”


12.05.19“My cats went completely ballistic for this stuff.”
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Everything they need.
Nothing they don’t.

Other brands pack their products with carbohydrates, preservatives, and harmful artificial ingredients. Smalls is ultra-high protein with no fillers of any kind. Because we believe cats deserve better.
Why smalls



How it worksTry our Sampler

Build a plan for your lifestyle

Watch your kitty thrive



Start quiz
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88% of customers report health improvements after switching to Smalls
Health improvements carousel
0%


Report shinier & softer fur after switching to Smalls[image: alt]
Benefit #1
A balanced diet leads to less shedding, fewer hairballs, and more silky shine


0%


Report a less stinky litter box after switching to Smalls[image: alt]
Benefit #2
More of the nutrients are digestible, so less junk comes out the other end.


0%


Report a more energetic cat after switching to Smalls[image: alt]
Benefit #3
High-protein & improved hydration equals strong bones & toned muscles.
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Start quiz

Perfect for even the pickiest of the litter.Reviews carousel
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I always knew he was meant to be a star, so I loved seeing his fur get so shiny. He's much more active and lively than before. Such a convenient option!
–Remy F.

5 stars rating
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She was always so-so with her usual food, but she is VERY enthusiastic about Smalls. Her breath is MUCH better and she poops much less frequently and it does not smell disgusting as it used to.
–ELIZABETH C.

5 stars rating
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After every feeding he gets this burst of energy and starts running around the house! And his fur is softer and more vibrant, with higher contrast. Honestly, I wouldn’t recommend anything else.
–JENNIFER M.

5 stars rating
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Chop, steam, freeze, ship.When it comes to Big Pet Food, let's just say you don't want to see how the proverbial sausage is made. Think pink sludge getting "extruded" at extremely high temperatures. Smalls is gently cooked, like it would be in your own kitchen. 🍳
Start quiz




Money Back GuaranteeNervous your cat won’t like Smalls? Trying is risk-free. We’ll refund you if your cats won’t eat it.

Start quiz
Terms & conditions



Jiji is eating Cow. Koala is eating Fish. Mr. Bigglesworth is eating Bird. Moonshine is eating Other Bird. Catalie Portman is eating Fish. Flufferton is eating Bird. Lentil is eating Bird. Sean Pawl is eating Cow.
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